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A B S T R A C T

Massive online news articles can be a good data resource for detecting the information of busi-
ness events, which may be useful in many real-world applications. In this paper, we propose a
three-step process of “clustering-annotation-classification strategy to extract high-quality in-
formation about business events from massive online news headlines and leads. To that end, we
first introduce the word embeddings method to represent all the terms in a corpus into word
vectors, based on which, we cluster the verbal terms into groups. Then, we introduce an expert to
annotate each group of terms with a corresponding business events. Finally, we utilize the ex-
tracted information of business events as a classifier to detect the potential events from online
news headlines and leads. By evaluating our approach with several state-of-the-art classification
algorithms, the results show that our approach offers a competitive performance than the
baselines in detecting business events from online news articles.

Findings indicate that the verbal terms in headlines of online news article have a significant
effect on identifying business events by improving the performance of our method on Recall and
F value. On the contrary, the verbal terms in leads provide a more stable performance on
Precision. As a result, the strategy of combining the headline of an online news article with its lead
is a viable option for detecting event information from massive online texts.

1. Introduction

In recent years, online media systems and websites offer a different, and typically faster, source of information on inspecting
current business events (Westerman, Spence, & Van Der Heide, 2014). In this paper, the term of business event refers to the activity
performed by a firm at a specific time period, such as the organizational activities of investing, marketing, researching and devel-
oping. The detection of such a set of business events can be useful in the context of numerous real-world applications, such as
industrial trend detection (Han, Hao, & Huang, 2018) and content recommendations for readers and subscribers (Karimi, Jannach, &
Jugovac, 2018). Thus, it is a highly managerial research work to extract firms’ event information from massive online documents.

There are several crucial challenges that prevent user from extracting event efficiently. Firstly, people discuss a wide variety of
topics in an open domain and most of these information are not well tagged, making it unclear in advance what set of event types are
appropriate for categorization. To address this problem, in the literature of natural language processing (NLP), there have been
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significant efforts to develop topic models for detecting events from online news articles (Sprugnoli & Tonelli, 2017). However, this
stream of research still suffers from ambiguous definition for events (Li, Ritter, Cardie, & Hovy, 2014). In addition, variation and
ambiguity language were commonly used in online texts to describe events (Stieglitz, Mirbabaie, Ross, & Neuberger, 2018), which
also has a great impact on the results of such kind of research. Therefore, the following issue should be carefully addressed:

• Q1: How can we identify a business event from massive online textual sources efficiently?

Generally, online news article consists of many elements, such as headline, lead and body section (main text) (Dai, Taneja, &
Huang, 2018), in which, the length of text in the body section is longer than that in the headline or lead, and thus the topics included
in the body section is inherently noisy and heterogeneous (Liu, Morstatter, Tang, & Zafarani, 2016). In this paper, we notice that, in
journalism, the headline can be an abstract of the full article for highlighting the main point of that article (Nir, 1993) and leads
emphasize grabbing the attention of the reader by summarizing the key event in the story took place (Spark & Harris, 2011). To
reduce the uncertainty of business event detection, this paper aims at extracting business events from massive headline and lead of
online news rather than from the whole news article (León, 1997).

In traditional newspapers, the basic function of a headline was to give the reader a clear understanding of what the article was
about. However, research results presented by Kuiken, Schuth, Spitters, and Marx (2017) show that, widespread adoption of Internet
technologies has changed the way that news is created and consumed, and the function of the headline of an online news article has
changed as well. On the Internet, the headline has changed to one of the primary ways to attract the readers attention and so as to lure
the reader into opening the contents of online artefacts (e.g. news articles, videos and blogs) (Chen, Conroy, & Rubin, 2015).
Therefore, it is important to have a good understanding of the characteristics of the headline and the lead of an online news article.
This challenge can be summed up in the following research questions:

• Q2: What is the characteristic of the headline of an online news article in task of business event detection?

To address these problems, this paper presents a framework aimed at extracting business events from online data efficiently. To
that end, a neural network based word embedding method is introduced firstly to train the terms in a corpus into word vectors. Based
on such a representation of terms, a three-step process of “clustering-annotation-classification strategy is proposed in this paper.
Finally, the detected events (as well as their associated triggers) are used as a classifier to identify the potential events from online
text. Such a semi-supervised method can well solve the two problems of event definition and event detection as well.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the related work. Section 3 presents the research framework as a whole. Section 4
and Section 5 detail the proposed event clustering and event detecting technology respectively. Section 6 illustrates the experimental
results of the proposed method on a real dataset. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Our work is mainly related to the various formation of events and their detection methods.

2.1. Formation of event

In the literature of NLP, the definition of event differs widely (Sprugnoli & Tonelli, 2017), which is mainly influenced by research
areas and research methods (Morgeson, Mitchell, & Liu, 2015). However, the concept of event is also affected by the source of the
data that records the event. For example, event was initially studied in broadcast news, thus it was mainly focused on the textual
news document streams (e.g., newswire, news broadcast transcripts) (Yang, Pierce, & Carbonell, 1998). Recently, event has drawn
notably attention of researchers since social media systems (e.g., blogs, Facebook, Twitter) have been the valuable sources for
information about media events (Dong, Liang, & He, 2017). Although all studies in the literature claimed that their research were
about “real-life events” (Ritter, Mausam, Etzioni, & Clark, 2012), currently, the “events” that are being studied can be summarized as
follows:

• Social event: Social event refers to the activity performed by a group of people. Research on social events has gain much attention
of researchers (Atefeh & Khreich, 2015). In general, the social event is conventionally represented by a number of keywords
showing burst in appearance count (Paul, Peng, & Li, 2019; Yang et al., 1998), such as earth quake and election. Thus, such an
event detection problem is closely related to that of topic detection and tracking (TDT) (Aggarwal & Subbian, 2012). Even TDT
goes popular recently because it is suitable to perform tasks of social event detection on documents (Sprugnoli & Tonelli, 2017).
Interestingly, Hu, Wang, Peng, Liang, and Du (2017) argued that changes in social networks, such as the addition of nodes and the
reconnection of links, can also be seen as a series of events.

• Individual event: Individual event refers to the activity performed by an individual. Since the content published by users on online
social media is often referred to as a User-Generated-Content (Moens, Li, & Chua, 2014), as a result, researchers are also starting to
study “user events”, such as marriage and traveling events (Ritter et al., 2012). These work focus on identifying “behavioral
events” from online text (Li, Ritter et al., 2014; Ritter et al., 2012) and videos (Ke, Sukthankar, & Hebert, 2007; Tang, Li, & Koller,
2012). de Lira et al. (2019) investigated the novel problem of exploiting the content of posts on social media to infer the users’
attendance of large events.
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• Business/organizational event: Business event refers to the activity performed by an organization (or a firm). Recently,
Morgeson et al. (2015) developed an organizationally focused event system theory to explain when and how events affect the
behavior and features of organizational entities and trigger subsequent events. It is worth to note that, business event detection
involved developing a list of events that could affect the ability of the enterprise to meet its strategic and operating objectives.
Therefore, many scholars have used numerous terms to describe events (Morgeson et al., 2015), such as critical incidents
(Flanagan, 1954), shocks (Lee, 1994), emergencies (Imran, Castillo, Diaz, & Vieweg, 2015), and risk management
(O’Donnell, 2005).

We notice that little progress has been made towards the problem of automatically extracting business events from massive online
documents. This study attempts to fill the research gap.

2.2. Event detection methods

As we can see, most existing event in social media were domain-related, such as disease outbreaks, civil unrest, and financial
crises (Chen & Neill, 2014), thus the detection tasks in literature included identifying bursty public topics and topic evolution by
observing the changes of word frequency (Becker, Naaman, & Gravano, 2011; Diao, Jiang, Zhu, & Lim, 2012). Along this line, two
important research streams are focused on the technologies of event representation and event extraction.

To detect event information from various dataset, generally, unsupervised or heuristic methods are introduced in the research to
obtain a set of verbal terms (phrases) as the representation of an event (Li, Zhu, & Zhou, 2014; Ritter et al., 2012). Jacobs, Lefever,
and Hoste (2018) identified 10 types of company-specified economic events based on a subsample of random articles. To detect
event-specific tweets that are likely to be beneficial for emergency response, Laylavi, Rajabifard, and Kalantari (2017) introduced a
novel method, in which a sample dataset of tweets is manually labeled by three experts to obtain the ground truth of the event-related
tweets.

There were mainly two types of methods for event extraction: the unsupervised and supervised approaches (Atefeh &
Khreich, 2015). Most of the unsupervised methods are clustering based (Aggarwal & Subbian, 2012; Huang et al., 2016; Kuo & Chen,
2007), which attempt to find latent events by uncovering common patterns of texts that appear in the document set. For example,
Hasan, Orgun, and Schwitter (2019) proposed an event detection system that incorporates specialized inverted indices and an in-
cremental clustering approach to provide a low computational cost solution to detect newsworthy events from the Twitter data
stream. Further, some approaches were associated with topic model to extract more detailed event information (Keane, Yee, & Zhou,
2015; Wei, Joseph, Lo, & Carley, 2015), such as event triggers (Li, Zhu et al., 2014; Ritter et al., 2012; Wei & Hachey, 2015), and some
were occasionally associated with probabilistic model (Zhou, Gao, & He, 2016). The supervised approaches were mostly focused on
text features in order to obtain more precision results of event detection (Tokarchuk, Wang, & Poslad, 2017). These efforts generally
fall into two distinct types of approaches: feature based methods (with rich hand-designed feature sets) (Lefever & Hoste, 2016; Wei &
Hachey, 2015) and neural networks based method (Nguyen & Grishman, 2016).

3. System overview

In this section, we first present the definition of the research problem and then show an overview of the proposed framework for
event detection.

3.1. The problem definition

Assume that there are n types of business event

= … …e e eE { , , , , },i n1 (1)

which may be recorded in various forms of online text.
In general, a business event was characterized by some so called event triggers. For example, in the text “Amazon launches

restaurant delivery on prime now in Austin, the word “launches is a trigger for the event “restaurant delivery which can be cate-
gorized into a business event of expand new business. As we can see, an event trigger is often a single verb or nominalization
(Li, Nguyen, Cao, & Grishman, 2015). Moreover, it is the main word which most clearly expresses an event occurrence in documents
(Ji & Grishman, 2008). Without losing generality, we assume that each type of event, i.e., ei can be represented by mi triggers (Li, Zhu
et al., 2014; Ritter et al., 2012):

= … …( )e v v v, . , , , .i i ij im1 i (2)

Given a set of online documents, = … …D d d d{ , , , },i D1 | | where |D| denotes the total number of documents in D, the problem of
event detection is equal to two subtasks as follows:

• How to explore the event types and their corresponding triggers from a set of given documents, and
• How to identify the events recorded in an online document.
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The first subtask is about how to obtain the exact formation of E, and the second is about how to assign an appropriate event label
to an unknown document d based on the structure of E. In this paper, we cast the first subtasks as a clustering problem in the learning
process, and the second as a classification problem in the inferring process.

3.2. The pipeline architecture

An overview of our system for extracting business events from online news is presented in Fig. 1. The research framework consists
mainly of three parts: word preprocessing, event clustering and annotation, and event identification. First of all, the word preprocessing
module mainly performs necessary processing on the data, such as crawling data online, data cleaning, word segmentation and word
vector embedding. In particular, in the word embedding step, we train a neural network to obtained high-quality vector re-
presentations for the words in corpus. The event clustering and annotation module obtains a list of business event types. The most
important thing at this step is to annotate some major categories of business events from large quantities of unlabeled data. Finally,
the event identification module is proposed to identify the event information from the test documents by making use of the learned
event triggers as a classifier.

4. Business event clustering and annotation

In this section, we focus on identifying major categories of business events by leveraging large amount of unlabeled data. Here,
the event clustering method is based on the representation of word vector, we fist introduce some necessary process for word
preprocessing.

4.1. Word preprocessing and word embedding

The main tasks of word preprocessing include noise contents removing,1 word segmentation, POS (part-of-speech) tagging, and
word embedding. The first three tasks are routine data preprocessing in NLP, and the word embedding starts with word segmentation.
After process of word segmentation, document di ∈ D is then transformed into a word sequence as following:

= … …d w w w{ , , , , }i i i ij1 2 (3)

where wij means the jth words in document di. As a result, dataset

=D d{ }
i

i
(4)

is formed. All the terms in D is denoted by ΣD.
A word embedding,

WE w: i i (5)

is a parameterized function that maps words wi ∈ ΣD to a K-dimensional vectors = …( , , ),i K1 where K is the dimension size of the
embedded word vectors ranging from 50 to 500 (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013). With the results of word embedding, we

Fig. 1. The method framework.

1 The data crawled online is not entirely related to the content of the article, there are often some noise, such as advertising contents and hyperlink
text.
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can obtain a K-dimension matrix for all the words in D, which can be represented as follows:

WE D: ,K (6)

where Ω is a K-dimension matrix consisting of |ΣD| rows. The ith row in Ω, i.e., ϖi, means the new representation (vector) of word wi.

4.2. Exploring the information of event types

The event detection can be treated as a separate problem of trigger tokens classifying, which involves how to categorize the
extracted verbs into appropriate event types so that to obtain the formation of E. However, in a corpus, one of the major difficulties in
effectively grouping trigger tokens is the problem caused by the ambiguity of potential trigger words (Liu, Liu, He, & Zhao, 2016). In
addition, the occurrence frequency of these trigger tokens is unevenly distributed in corpus, and we believe that a few of the low-
frequency verbs are meaningful for detecting business events. Therefore, how to make use of the low-frequency verbs in event
detection is another problem.

To reduce the impact of noise terms (mixed with low-frequency verbs) on trigger classification, we first divide the verbs in D into
two parts, i.e., one for high-frequency verbs and the other for low-frequency verbs. Then, we conduct the “clustering-annotation-
classification strategy on the collection of high-frequency verbs. Finally, we compare the semantic similarity between each infrequent
verb and each expert-labeled event, and then assign the low-frequency word to a most appropriate event class as a low-frequency
trigger.

The flowchart of the proposed “clustering-annotation-classification strategy is given in Algorithm 1. The processes are specified as
follows:

• Process of clustering high-frequency terms: firstly, the verb terms are extracted from D to a new dataset of Dv; Then, terms in Dv are
sorted according to their frequency of occurrence in D, and the high frequency verbs are filtered out into a new set of Dv

H . At last,
all the terms in Dv

H are clustered into k* groups as = … …c c cC { , , , , }i k0 1 * (Line 4–6).
• Process of human annotation: one expert in business management inspects manually the terms in = …c i k( 1, , *)i to infer the ap-

propriate type of business event for it, such as “Investing, “Innovating, and “Merging.2 At last, n(n≤ k*) valid clusters are selected
as the initially detected events: = …e e eE { , , , }n1 2 (Line 7–12). Note that, the high-frequency terms with clear semantics in ci can
help expert to avoid bias in the annotation process. In addition, we allow a specific event ei to belong to multiple business events.
In the annotation process, the criteria for event ei belonging to a certain business event depend on the judgment of the expert;
however, in the process of event detection, the calculation of semantic similarity is the only criterion.

Algorithm 1. Exploring the information of event types from corpus.

2 Ambiguous or incoherent clusters are discarded in the annotation process.
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• Process of classifying low-frequency terms: we first calculate the similarity between term v D D( )i v v
H and term ev { },ej E and

then adopt the KNN (k-nearest-neighbor) method to classify vi into an appropriate high-frequency-verb cluster (Line 13–17).

The method presented in Algorithm 1 detects event types by grouping a set of terms with similar semantics into the same business
event. Base on the vector representation of each word, the Cosine distance is a feasible method to measure the similarity between
words (Mikolov et al., 2013). Given two words wi, wj ∈ ΣD and their word embedding results of WE: wi → ϖi ∈ ΩK and WE: wj →
ϖj ∈ ΩK, their Cosine similarity can be calculated as:

= =sim w w cosine( , ) ( , )
·

.i j i j
i j

i j (7)

where, ∥ϖi∥ is the l2-norm of the vector, and ϖi · ϖj is the dot product of the two vectors.

5. Business event identification

In this section, we propose a method to detect whether a given news article corresponds to one of the business event identified in
Section 4.

5.1. Information fusion for verbs in document

Given an online document d, we are interested in what kind of event(s) are recorded in it. One rational way is to treat it as a
classification problem by comparing the similarity between the verbs in d (denoted by Vd) and the trigger terms in ei ( = …i n1, , ).
However, there is generally more than one verb in Vd and ei (i.e., |Vd| ≥ 1 and |ei| ≥ 1), thus the fusion of word vectors for both Vd

and ei must be done.
In addition, to explore the potential different effect between verbal terms in headlines and those in leads for event detection, we

further split Vd into two parts as follows:

= ++V V V ,d d d (8)

in which, +v Vd denotes the set of verbal terms appeared in article headlines, whereas, v Vd account for the verbal terms in lead
paragraphs. Accordingly, for all the terms in +V ,d their mean vector (centroid) of +Vd is defined as:

= ++
+

V| |
,V

w V i

d
d

i d

(9)

where ϖi is the word vector of wi in ΩK and Σ sums the vectors of all words in +Vd by dimension, +V| |d denotes the number of words in
+Vd . Similarly, for all the terms in V ,d their mean vector (centroid) of Vd can be defined as:

=
V| |

,V
w V j

d
d

j d

(10)

where ϖj is the word vector of word wj in ΩK, V| |d denotes the number of words in Vd .
Finally, the vector of the centroid for all the verbs in Vd is calculated as:

= ++ (1 ) ,V V Vd d d (11)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter used to adjust the weight of +Vd and Vd . Without losing generality, we can expect that, when
= 1.0, only the verbs in headlines play a role in event extraction. When = 0, the opposite is true. Moreover, when = 0.5, the

verbs in headlines and the verbs in leads contribute equally to a task of event detection.

5.2. Information fusion for event triggers

Obviously, the trigger verbs in relationships (2) may not have equal contributions to event ei. We deal with this problem by
assigning an appropriate weight for each trigger.

Assume the term frequency of verb vij is TF ,vij then the weight of vij is defined as:

=
TF

TF
.

e
v

v

v v
ij

ij

ij i ij (12)

For the event of = … …( )e v v v, . , , , ,i i ij im1 i all the terms in it are weighted as = … …( ), , , ,i v v vi ij imi1 . Since term vij in ei has been
mapped on ϖij, then ei can be represented in ΩK as = … …( ), , , ,e i ij im1i i . Finally, the centroid vector of ei can be calculated as:

= .e ei
T

i i (13)
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5.3. Event identification algorithm

The event identification task tries to assign an appropriate event label for document d. To that end, we first compare the similarity
between the centroids of Vd (i.e., Vd) and ei (i.e., ,ei = …i n1, , ) by calculating the value of sim ( , )eVd i . Then, we label document d
with an optimal event type of e ,i* where i* is resulted from

=
= …

i sim* arg max { ( , )},e
i n

V
1, , d i (14)

which is subject to the condition sim sim( , ) ,eV 0d i and sim0 is a predefined threshold. The event detection processes are illustrated
as in following Algorithm 2.

6. Experimental results

In this section, we conduct a set of experiments over a real dataset crawled online to evaluate the performance of our method,
namely the Word Representation based Clustering (denoted as WR_Clustering), in detecting business events from online text.

6.1. Dataset and evaluation metric

The data used in the experiments were all crawled from an online business news sharing website of http://www.investide.cn.
Currently, the data on www.investide.cn has tracked across 7100 high-quality companies, and 900 investment institutions in China.
The news articles published on it were previously classified into four category of business events by the editors, i.e., Financing Events
(Finance), Merger and Acquisition Events (M&A), Initial Public Offerings Events (IPO), and Delisting Events (Exit). These categor-
izations can serve as a benchmark for the comparative experiments.

In the crawled dataset, documents duplicate contents, and documents without title or lead will be removed. Altogether, 14,556
documents were obtained, which were primarily published between 2011-10-01 and 2017-02-27. Some statistical characteristics of
the crawled dataset are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the distribution of the number of documents in different events is not
balanced.

Consistent with the studies of event extraction in the NLP literature, we adopt the Precision, Recall and F value to evaluate the
experimental results. The mathematical definitions of the three metrics are as follows (Han et al., 2018):

=

=

Precision

Recall

Number of correctly extracted events
Number of all extracted events

Number of correctly extracted events
Number of true events labeled by editor (15)

1: Input: Ω, d, sim0 andα.
2: Output: Event type label ford.
3: Extract verbsVd = V+d + V−d from d;
4: ExtractΩV+d

andΩV−d fromΩ;
5: Calculate verbs centroidωVd for d with relation (11);
6: i∗ = NULL;
7: for i = 1 to n do
8: Calculate centroidωei for eventei with relation (13);
9: if sim(ωVd ,ωei ) ≥ sim0 then

10: i∗ = i;
11: sim0 = sim(ωVd ,ωei );
12: end if
13: end for
14: return i∗.

Algorithm 2. Event identification method.

Table 1
Statistical characters of the dataset.

Category From To # of documents Total words

Financing 1988-1-1 2016-10-21 9,183 1,041,661
M&A 2000-1-1 2017-02-27 5,064 589,899
IPO 2006-09-24 2017-01-26 49 7,270
Delisting 2009-05-15 2016-12-26 260 24,186
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and

= ×
+

F value Precision Recall
Precision Recall
2 . (16)

6.2. Data preprocessing and word vector training

In this work, we truncate the document text by the punctuations in the sentence and then adopt a Chinese NLP tool3 to do the
tasks of word segmentation and POS tagging simultaneously. Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the dataset we obtained
after data preprocessing.

In total, there are approximately 1,368,034 terms in the dataset, of which the verbs are accounting for 286,376 (about 20.93%).
Sorting all the words according to their rank of occurrence frequency in corpus, we will obtain the distribution of the top 200 frequent
terms as shown in Fig. 2(a), and the distribution of the top 200 verbs as presented in Fig. 2(b).

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the word frequency is unbalanced distributed in the corpus, and showing a long-tail like distribution. This
reminds us that if we use only the high-frequency buzzwords for event detection, we may lose some rare information represented by
the low-frequency words. Fortunately, the strategy we proposed in Algorithm 1 can help us avoid this problem as much as possible.

Next, we embed all the data in the corpus into vectors by introducing the tool of Word2vec,4 which is an efficient neural network
implementation for learning distributed representations of words. The main parameters used in Word2vec are set as follows:

• Vector dimensionality = 100;
• The size of the context window = 5;
• Training algorithm: hierarchical softmax;
• Threshold for down sampling the frequent words = 5.

Finally, byinputting the word sequences (generated by word segmentation tool) into Word2vec, we could have the word vector
representations for all the terms. The dimension of the word vector is =K 100.

6.3. Business event identification

The task of event identification in corpus is achieved by clustering verbs into groups according to their semantic similarity,
annotating each group with an event label, and further using the grouped event triggers as a classifier.

6.3.1. Event trigger clustering
In order to obtain the initial set of triggers for business events, we first extract all the verbs into Dv from D. Then, we need to

determine a suitable high-frequency verb set, i.e., D ,v
H which has a significant effect on the effectiveness of subsequent clustering

experiments. To this end, we did 9 set of experiments to explore the impact of different set of Dv
H on the performance of

WR_Clustering in detecting business event. In the first set of experiment, we introduce the top-100 high-frequency verbs as the
elements of Dv

H ; in the second set of experiment, the top-200 high-frequency verbs are introduced. Along this way, to the last set of
experiment, the top-900 high-frequency verbs are introduced as Dv

H . Note that, in each set of experiment, we conduct five-fold cross
validations on the dataset and report the average result. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The results in Fig. 3 indicate that
WR_Clustering has an optimal average F value when Dv

H formed by top-500 high-frequency verbs. Therefore, in the subsequent
experiments, we extract the top-500 verbs as Dv

H (the cumulative frequency of these words is corresponding to 17.7% of all the verbs
used in the corpus) in WR_Clustering.

Next, the bisecting k-means algorithm is introduced to cluster the verbs in Dv
H into k groups. In the process of clustering, the

cosine method is used to measure the similarity between verbs based on their word vectors trained by Word2vec. Assume that k
clusters are initially obtained as = … …c c cC { , , , , },i k0 1 and the mean vector of cluster ci is C ,ci then the Sum of Cosine Similarity (SCS) of
ci is calculated as:

= CSCS cos( , ),ci j ij i (17)

where ci ∈ C0, = …i k{1, , } and = … cj {1, , | |}i . The value of SCSi is intuitively used to capture the coherence of a cluster, and the larger
the SCSi value is, the better the clustering results (Zhang, Zhai, & Han, 2013). To keep detail information as much as possible in the
experiment, the cluster splitting process is stopped until the improvement of = SCSi

k
i1 is less than 0.5% by increasing the value of k.

6.3.2. Event type labeling and low-frequency terms classification
In this part of experiments, we try to explore the optimal clustering results and annotate each of these clusters with an appropriate

event label based on the semantics of its triggers.
Out of the initially generated =k 30 clusters, the authors identify =n 17 clusters as the detected events. At last, an additional type

of OTHER is used to identify the exceptions (Ritter et al., 2012). Some sample “business events” as well as their triggers are displayed

3 We use the Jieba (https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba) to do the initial NLP tasks.
4 http://code.google.com/p/word2vec/.
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Table 2
Statistical characters of the corpus.

Characters Statistical description

Maximum length of text 1,504 words
Minimum length of text 2 words
Average length of text 93.98 words
Total words in corpus 1,368,034 words
Total verbs in corpus 286,376 words
Maximum number of verb in text 304 words
Minimum number of verb in text 0 word
Average number of verb in text 19.67 words

Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of top-200 terms.

Fig. 3. Impacts of the volume of Dv
H on WR_Clustering.
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Table 3
Some examples of events identified from the corpus (with the top-5 triggers).
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in Table 3 (only the top-5 event triggers are reported).5

In order to reduce the loss of rare information represented by low frequency words, we further calculate the similarity values
between term v D D( )i v v

H and all terms in c{ },c C jj 0 and introduce KNN method to classify vi into a cluster if vi has high similarity
(equal or greater than a threshold) with the K terms in that cluster, or it will be abandoned.

In this way, we can effectively mine the events (as well as their triggers) information recorded in a set of online news
articles.Event identification is always formalized as a multi-class classification problem (Nguyen & Grishman, 2016), as a result, the
detected events as well as their triggers (See Table 3) can be used as an efficient classifier to identify the event information from
online documents.

6.4. Performance evaluation

In this subsection, two feature representation methods combined with six popular document classification techniques, i.e., BOW
+LR, BOW+SVM, BOW+Bayes, Bigram+LR, Bigram+SVM, and Bigram+Bayes, are introduced for the comparative purposes
(Lai, Xu, Liu, & Zhao, 2015). Both of these methods can treat the problem of event detection as a classification task. Additionally, the
criteria of feature selection for BOW are based on the TF-IDF values of the terms (Li, Sun, & Zhang, 2006).

We conduct a series of five-fold cross validations on the dataset for all the classification methods. Firstly, the dataset is broken into
five non-overlapping and equal-sized (2,912 documents) subsets. Then, each of the classification method is trained with four of the
subsets and tested with the fifth.

Consistent with the traditional method used in comparing the performance of data mining algorithms, we first focus on the
accuracy of different methods in predicting events in the four categories of documents. The performances of all the selected methods
on precision are reported in Table 4.

The experimental results of the comparison of precision show that the proposed method of WR_clustering has the best perfor-
mance on detecting two type of business events, i.e., Finance and IPO, while the BOW+LR method has a very good performance in
the detecting Delisting and M&A events. The overall results on all data show WR_clustering method has overcome other methods in
terms of average precision.

Especialy, we see that WR_clustering method is far more effective than other methods in detecting IPO events, although there are
only 48 news articles accounting for the IPO event. This indicates that WR_clustering have a good capability in detecting rare events
(generally triggered by low-frequency terms) by overcoming the problem of biased data distribution.

The results of the comparison of Recall are reported in Table 5. It shows that, each of the selected method has their own ad-
vantages, and WR_clustering performs best in detecting the M&A events from the online documents. As a result, WR_clustering shows
very good performance on the metric of average Recall. As we can see, the significant advantage of WR_clustering is very robust in
detecting various events, i.e., both hot and unpopular events, from online documents. This makes it significantly different from the
other six methods that can only perform well in detecting one or two types of business events. However, WR_clustering can’t
dominate the performance of Recall in all categories. One reason for it may be the distribution of verbal terms in headlines is different

Table 4
Performance of the selected approaches on Precision.

Method Delisting Financing IPO M&A Average

WR_clustering 0.5161 0.9804 0.1563 0.9104 0.6408
BOW+LR 0.7143 0.8801 0.0000 0.9294 0.6310
BOW+SVM 0.0000 0.8921 0.0000 0.9330 0.4563
BOW+Bayes 0.0710 0.8259 0.0045 0.8507 0.4380
Bigram+LR 0.0000 0.7654 0.0000 0.9155 0.4202
Bigram+SVM 0.0000 0.7626 0.0000 0.9210 0.4209
Bigram+Bayes 0.0223 0.9181 0.0040 0.8566 0.4503

Table 5
Performance of the selected approaches on Recall.

Method Delisting Financing IPO M&A Average

WR_clustering 0.6154 0.7632 0.5556 0.8538 0.6970
BOW+LR 0.0893 0.9717 0.0000 0.8063 0.4668
BOW+SVM 0.0000 0.9733 0.0000 0.8389 0.4531
BOW+Bayes 0.7857 0.2845 0.6667 0.2816 0.5046
Bigram+LR 0.0000 0.9777 0.0000 0.5138 0.3729
Bigram+SVM 0.0000 0.9787 0.0000 0.5069 0.3714
Bigram+Bayes 0.0893 0.3422 0.7778 0.2184 0.3569

5 The English term for each verb is shown in brackets.
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from these in leads.
In summary, the averaged performance on Precision, Recall and F value are reported as the final results in Table 6. A com-

parative chart for the data is presented in Fig. 4. As we can see,the method proposed in this paper, i.e., WR_Clustering, has a best
average performance for detecting business events from massive online news documents, which is followed by the BOW+LR.
Especially, a series of methods based on LR and SVM perform very poorly for identifying the information of business events from an
extremely biased dataset.

6.5. Effect of verbal terms in headline

As is discussed in Section 5.1, the verbal terms appeared in the headline of a news article are set as +V ,d and the verbal terms
appeared in the corresponding lead paragraph are set as Vd . According to relation (11), a parameter α is used to adjust the con-
tribution of these two sets of verbs in event detection.

To answer the second research question, we further conduct a series of experiments to test the role of parameter α in detecting
business event by ranging the value of α from 0 to 1.0. The regulation effects of α on the performance of WR_Clustering are shown in
Fig. 5. The results show that the performance of WR_Clustering goes higher as the value of α increases until α≥ 0.8, i.e.,
WR_Clustering performs best when α is about 0.8. Therefore, we set the value of α to 0.8 in the comparison experiments.

The results presented in Fig. 5 show some managerial implications addressed to the importance of headline and lead in detecting
business event from online news articles. First of all, the performance of WR_Clustering is generally better at α≥ 0.5 (compared to the
cases of α< 0.5), which means that the verbal terms in the headline of an article has a significant contribution in detecting event
information. Further, as the value of α increases, the efficiency of WR_Clustering on Prcision ranges relative slightly from 0.55 ( = 0,
which means there is no verbal term from headline) to 0.61 ( = 0.8). Simultaneously, we find that its efficiency on Recall increases
significantly from 0.30 ( = 0) to 0.68 ( = 0.8). Such two results show that the verbal terms in the leads have provided a more stable

Table 6
Average performance of the selected approaches.

Method Avg. Precision Avg. Recall Avg. F-value
WR_clustering 0.6408 0.6970 0.6362
BOW+LR 0.6310 0.4668 0.4865
BOW+SVM 0.4563 0.4531 0.4536
BOW+Bayes 0.4380 0.5046 0.2464
Bigram+LR 0.4202 0.3729 0.3792
Bigram+SVM 0.4209 0.3714 0.3778
Bigram+Bayes 0.4503 0.3569 0.2226

Fig. 4. The average performance of the methods.
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accuracy in identifying business events, indicating the lead of an online news plays a crucial role for understanding what event the
article is about. On the contrary, the contribution of verbal terms in headlines are more diverse than that in leads, one reason for this
is that there are some event-independent words introduced into the headlines of online news articles as “click bait” (Kuiken et al.,
2017) to entice users to read the main content of the news. This also explains from another perspective, in an Internet news article,
the headline plays a crucial role in drawing attention to the contents of online artefacts (e.g. news articles, videos and blogs)
(Piotrkowicz, Dimitrova, & Markert, 2017), while the lead is more important for understanding what event(s) the article was about.

The results in Fig. 5 also show us some technical implications for event detecting. That is, in order to identify business events from
a set of online news articles, if you rely solely on the triggers in headline, the precision of detecting result may be insufficient.
Conversely, if you rely on all news content, the topics covered in the entire news may be too much and it causes confusion in
understanding the detected events. Therefore, combining headline with lead contents is a viable option for the task of business event
identification.

7. Conclusion

This research focuses on detecting business events from massive online news articles. To answer the research question of “How
can we identify a business event from massive online textual sources efficiently?” we present a WR_Clustering method in this work to
extract high-quality business event information. A series of experiments had been conducted on a real dataset crawled online to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The results indicate that the proposed method is efficient in extracting high-
quality event information from massive online documents. To answer the second research question of “What is the characteristic of
the headline of an online news article in business event detection?” we collected the verbal terms in headlines and leads separately,
and introduced a parameter α to adjust their contribution in the task of business event detection. The experimental results show that,
the verbs in leads have provided a more stable accuracy in identifying business events, while the verbs in headlines contribute more
from the perspective of increasing the values of Recall and F value. This is partly because online news tends to use various words in
headlines to attract readers.

7.1. Theoretical implications

We adopt a Skip-gram neural network architecture to train a word embedding model on large amounts of online news data. The
subsequent learning and classification process is thus based on the result of word embedding, that is, a set of word vectors. Such a
method can be used to deal with the challenge in detecting business events from massive noisy unstructured textual data and
showcased its implementation in the context of online news documents. In comparison, most of the previous studies of event ex-
tracting have their intrinsic limitation of using BOW and Bigram models for feature representation. From a technical point of view,

Fig. 5. Effect of α.
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our modeling approach provides at least a better alternative way of feature representation for extracting business information.
As mentioned earlier, the uneven distribution of different categories of data has always been a major obstacle to the efficiency of

traditional classification methods. However, the occurrence of different types of business events is naturally uneven. The semi-
supervised classification method proposed in this paper can greatly improve the efficiency of performing classification task on an
unbalanced dataset. Such an approach, as shown in Table 6, performs particularly well in terms of Recall and F value.

7.2. Practical implications

Online news articles exhibit valuable messages related to business events. In this paper, a business event is an incident or oc-
currence that emanates from online data sources during a particular interval of time.

From a practitioner perspective, on the basis of the proposed framework, people can effectively extract the events of firms from
massive online data source, which is very useful for marketers. In particular, it enables marketers to keep track of business events of
their competitors through competitors’ online data such as news articles and blog texts. Along this line, the foremost application of
our work is to monitor the behavior of firms through online documents. Moreover, our method is also meaningful to use online data
to detect various business information, such as industrial trends, and to explore how the business events come to impact organizations
across space and time.

7.3. Limitation and future work

To answer the second research question, we present only the experimental results of the different roles of verbal terms in
headlines and leads for detecting business events. A worthy research direction in the future is to use a theoretical approach to
measure the different roles of headline and lead in online news. Moreover, considering the formation of an online news the lead is not
necessarily essential. Therefore, the comparative study of the readers’ response in the different situations, i.e., with and without lead,
must be very interesting, and the results of the study should have an impact on the publisher’s strategy of information display in a
limited area, for example, the screen of smart phone.
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